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Design Sprints
A design sprint gives your team a shortcut
to answer critical business questions by
testing with your real users and getting
results in just a few days. Let’s discuss how
a sprint can help your team learn more in
one week than they did last year.

What is a design sprint?

The design sprint is a proven methodology for solving big problems.
Developed at Google Ventures, design sprints have helped companies
like Slack, Uber, and Airbnb take creative problem solving to the next level.
Our expert facilitators will guide your team through an immersive, 5-day
process comprised of collaborative, time-boxed exercises. Your team will
quickly define the right problem, develop a potential solution, and test it with
real users – all in one week. Our approach is based on the New York Times
bestselling book Sprint: How to Solve Big Problems and Test New Ideas in
Just Five Days by Google Ventures leader, Jake Knapp.

What kind of problems can design
sprints solve?
Design sprints can be applied to just about any
problem. However, you’ll get the most benefit
with large, high-stakes design challenges where
taking the wrong initial approach would be costly.

How does it work?
On Monday, you’ll map out the problem. On
Tuesday, each team member sketches potential
solutions. On Wednesday, you’ll decide which
sketches are strongest. On Thursday, you’ll build
a realistic prototype. And on Friday, you’ll test
that prototype with 5 target customers.

What are the benefits?
Design sprints give teams a fresh, unbiased,
and objective perspective. Your team will
demonstrate speed and focus that you have likely
never experienced before. You’ll start off your
project with a clear direction and you’ll test
your solution with target customers before it’s
too late.

Monday —

Map

Define the challenge
Tuesday —

Sketch

Explore diverging ideas
Wednesday —

Decide

Choose a target
Thursday —

Prototype

Build a realistic prototype
Friday —

Test

Observe and learn
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How Do I
Learn More?

Have a big challenge that would benefit from a design
sprint? Let’s talk about how we can help.
Contact: Kevin Renton


info@ecityinteractive.com
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